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Winter 2014

Claim Your Share of $400

Million in Natural Gas... For Just

Pennies on the Dollar
This unknown energy company – with assets

in a region loaded with natural gas – could give
you up to $8 per share worth of assets...

yet it’s selling for just 65 cents

Why Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) Could

Help You Triple Your Money in 12 Months
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Fellow Investor,

This one could move quickly.

One little-known oil & gas exploration company –
at this very minute – could be sitting on an
absolute fortune.

Estimates have shown that Great East Energy,
Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) right now has a potential
45 billion cubic feet of gas in the ground.

That’s a staggering amount of natural gas...worth
more than $400 million at today’s prices.

But here’s the thing.

Unlike other energy exploration plays, this
company isn’t “hoping to produce” at some point
in the future.

Instead...Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB:
GASE) is already producing.

In fact...the company has already produced nearly
one billion cubic feet of gas since inception.

And the story gets even better.

As it turns out – thanks to a unique price anomaly – Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) is able to sell its natural gas for as much as THREE TIMES the
price gas is currently selling for in the United States.

I urge you to take a few moments to read this special briefing to learn how you can
claim a potential $8 per share worth of assets for as little as 65 cents.

Let me show you what I mean...

Two Independent “Confirmations” of Great East Energy’s
Outstanding Property and Explosive Profit Potential

The very first thing I look at when evaluating any natural gas play is the company’s
property.

Simply put, if there’s not convincing evidence that the company has gas in the
ground...I’ll quickly look elsewhere.

With Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE)
– you can stake your claim in a property that has
an estimated 45 billion cubic feet (BCF) of natural
gas in the ground.
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gas in the ground.

So right away you know you’re dealing with the
potential for a huge energy play.

But here’s what makes the opportunity for profit
potential so great with Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE):

The company’s outstanding property has
been “confirmed” by two impeccable sources.

First, Marathon Oil – the $15 billion giant U.S.-based natural gas
company – conducted its own analysis of the very property Great
East Energy, Inc. owns just a few years ago.

At the time, Marathon Oil estimated the properties to have up to 45 billion cubic feet
worth of natural gas.

And the second “confirmation” of Great East Energy Inc.’s potential came
just recently...when Royal Dutch Shell announced it was investing $400
million to develop its own property adjacent to Great East Energy Inc.’s
property.

GEE's Asset is Surrounded by Large
Producing and Prospective Blocks

In fact, Great East Energy, Inc.’s flagship property is surrounded by large producing oil
and gas fields, including Plast, Cub Energy and Geo-Alliance.

Just how valuable is Great East Energy Inc.’s property in the “New Bakken”?

Houston-based Cub Energy just recently paid $25 million for raw land – without permits
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Houston-based Cub Energy just recently paid $25 million for raw land – without permits
or production – roughly half the size of Great East Energy Inc.’s property.

Sitting in the middle of Middle Europe’s “New Bakken” and surrounded by large
producers – including Shell’s $400 million investment – Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) looks to be perfectly positioned to possibly deliver triple-digit profit
potential.

But Great East Energy Inc.’s property is just part of what makes this opportunity so
unique...

Great East Energy Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) Is Already
Producing – and Delivering – Natural Gas

Not only does Great East Energy Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) have a potentially lucrative
property right in the middle of the “New Bakken”...

The company is already producing – and delivering – natural gas.

That’s what makes this opportunity unlike other exploration plays...where you’re
hoping that “some day” a company turns from “hopeful” into “producer.”

That’s already happened with Great East
Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE.)

The company has already produced nearly one
billion cubic feet of natural gas since inception in
2003.

And Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE)
is currently producing roughly $250,000 per year
in revenue – from just two of its eight wells – and
delivering directly to nearby customers via its own
8.3 mile pipeline.

Great East Energy, Inc. has two gas processing
facilities in place – each with a capacity to produce

350 million cubic feet of gas per month...and its existing pipeline allows the company to
bypass the middle man in delivering to customers near the property.

Here’s what’s so important to remember about Great East Energy Inc. (OTCBB:
GASE) – and what makes this opportunity so unique:

This company – unlike others you read about in the exploration arena – has
been producing gas on the property via its own processing plants for over a
decade.

And as I’ll show you in a just a minute – the pace of production could soon rise
dramatically.

But before I get to that, I need to tell you...

Why Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE)
Won’t Remain Undervalued Much Longer

After investigating the prospects for Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) I can
only draw one conclusion: the company appears to be significantly undervalued.
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5 Reasons Why Great
East Energy (OTCBB:
GASE) Could Deliver
Explosive Returns

#1 – Great Property

-- Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB:

GASE) is sitting on an estimated potential

$400 million worth of natural gas right

now. Do the math – that’s nearly $8 per

share worth of natural gas alone...yet you

can buy shares today for just 65 cents.

#2 – A History of Production

-- Great East Energy, Inc. is a producing

company – in fact, the company has

already produced nearly one billion cubic

feet of gas since inception. We’re not

talking about a company

searching...they’re already producing –

and sitting on a large amount of gas. This

is not a developmental play – this is a

producer!

#3 – Potential Profit-Tripling
Price Anomaly

– There’s a price anomaly at play right

now that could triple the profit potential.

Natural gas in Middle Europe is selling for

$12/mcf – that’s THREE TIMES the price

here in the U.S. This means huge profit

potential, as it costs just $4/mcf to pull the

gas from the ground.

#4 – Modern Technology
and Western Know-How

– By bringing modern, Western

technology to Ukranian fields production

can take off. Using primitive Soviet-style

drilling techniques in Ukraine, many

producing wells on the property were

only draw one conclusion: the company appears to be significantly undervalued.

But I don’t expect it to stay that way for long –
and here’s why:

As of this writing, you can buy shares of the
company’s stock for around 65 cents.

Back in 2007, Marathon Oil conducted a detailed
analysis of the property now owned by Great
East Energy, Inc. and estimated that the
property contained 45 BCF of natural gas in the
ground.

Based on that estimate, the company’s
resources could be worth – at today’s prices
– around $400 million.

With roughly 50 million shares of stock
outstanding – we’re talking about $8-per-share
worth of natural gas in the ground.

And a company that’s already producing.

But let’s be super-conservative for a moment and
run the numbers on another scenario.

If somehow Marathon Oil’s analysis of the
property’s resources was too optimistic...and
that there are only 75 BCF in the ground. That’s
still $4-per-share of gas in the ground for a 65-
cent stock!

You can see why I suspect that shares of Great
East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) could soar
quickly higher once word begins to spread about
the amount of gas this company has in the
ground.

That’s why my Urgent Recommendation for you –
right now – is to begin your due diligence and
explore buying shares of Great East Energy,
Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) immediately.

But before you do – I must tell you about a
unique anomaly that could actually triple the
profit potential for Great East Energy, Inc...

Profit Tripler: Natural Gas Prices

in Middle Europe are Three
Times USA Levels

Here in the United States, we’ve come to take
natural gas for granted.

After all – with natural gas so plentiful in our
country, U.S.-based companies are now
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producing wells on the property were

abandoned after a short period of

time...but Great East Energy, Inc. can use

its superior technology and methodology

to quickly and easily bring those wells

back on-line as producers.

#5 – Location,
Location, Location

– Want confirmation that Great East

Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) is

operating in a potentially lucrative region?

Royal Dutch Shell just “wagered” $400

million to develop the property right next

door. And producing oil and gas fields

already surround Great East Energy,

Inc.’s property.

country, U.S.-based companies are now
scrambling to become exporters.

But with that kind of supply...you also get a
lower price.

That, however, is NOT the case in an area of
Middle Europe like Ukraine.

In fact, natural gas prices in Middle Europe and
Ukraine are roughly triple the current U.S. prices
– hovering around $12 to $15 per mcf.

This means the profit potential for Great East
Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) could be up to as
much as three times as great.

At the moment, Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) can pull gas from the ground at
around $4 per mcf...

But with gas prices of $12 to $15 per mcf in Middle Europe and Ukraine – and with
ongoing strong demand – the company is looking at exceptionally high potential
profit margins.

And demand will continue to be high for one
simple reason: No matter what happens in the
long term with the Middle European and Ukranian
geopolitical situations...the energy is still badly
needed.

Regardless of whether Ukraine remains under
Russian control or if the country distances itself
from Vladimir Putin – people still need to heat
their homes and businesses.
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And Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE)
– a current producing gas company – is sitting on an enormous potential energy source
that will remain valuable in any environment.

I strongly recommend that you begin your research today into Great East Energy,
Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) before you miss out on what could be one of the best energy
investment opportunities in decades.

Stake Your Claim in the “New Bakken” Today

The Bakken Oil Field – located in Western North Dakota, Eastern Montana and
Saskatchewan – will go down in history as one of the largest recoverable energy
discoveries in history.

Estimates have put the discovery at 7.4

billion barrels of recoverable oil1 – and
some geologists say those estimates
may be low.

Over the last five years, activity in the
Bakken has been rampant – with
companies jostling to best position
themselves for maximum energy profits.

But now...there’s a “New Bakken” –
located in Middle Europe – with
astounding energy potential.

It’s known as the Dnieper-Donets Basin
– and it’s located in eastern Ukraine, near the Russian border.

With an estimated potential of up to 300 trillion cubic feet of natural gas2, this “New
Bakken” has attracted a great deal of activity...including a long-term, $10 billion

commitment from Royal Dutch Shell3.

Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) was already producing – and distributing –

natural gas in this “New Bakken” well before Shell announced their investment...in a
property right next to Great East Energy, Inc.

Here’s another reason why I feel so strongly about this company’s potential...

Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) Brings
North American Know-How and Technology

to a Resource-Rich “Frontier” Property

The potential for staggering production numbers at Great East Energy Inc.’s properties
is very real.

That’s because Great East Energy, Inc.
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That’s because Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) brings something to this
extraordinary property in the “New Bakken” that
has never been introduced on this site: North
American know-how and technology.

Think about it – this is a historically producing
property...that up until very recently has only
been explored with extremely harsh, outdated,
Soviet-style drilling techniques.

Now along comes Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) with a “road map” of what has
been drilled before using primitive techniques and inferior equipment. That means wells
that may have produced for a short time but were then abandoned...could now be
quickly turned back online and brought up to speed.

And instead of taking six months to drill a well...Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB:
GASE) brings in the technology to drill in just six days.

By bringing modern, Western technology to these Ukranian fields, production could
potentially take off like a rocket.

And the men in charge of assembling this technology and know-how bring a vast array
of international energy finance experience to the table...

Superior Leadership: Great East Energy, Inc.
is Guided By Decades of Experience

One of the reasons I’m most excited about the prospects for Great East Energy, Inc.
(OTCBB: GASE) is its leadership.

Great East Energy, Inc. is led by an international management team with extensive
finance and energy experience in tight gas, coal-bed methane and shale gas...and they
have experience in Ukraine, Canada and the United States.

New CEO Timur Khromaev brings over 15 years of
managerial, financial and corporate finance
experience to the company.

Mr. Khromaev is an advisor at ARTA, a leading
Ukrainian investment company with a significant
presence in the Middle European energy sector.

Prior to co-founding ARTA in 2002, Mr. Khromaev
was Deputy Chairman of the Board at both TAS-
Invest Bank and NRB-Ukraine. Mr. Khromaev has
also held top ranking positions at the Ministry of
Finance of Ukraine including the post of the Head
of Capital Markets Development Department.
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of Capital Markets Development Department.

Chairman Michael Doron – based in Stockholm,
Sweden -- is an experienced entrepreneur,
investor, international business leader, and
independent board member, who previously
served as the CEO of GASE.

He currently serves as the Chairman of Next
Graphite, Inc., and is an independent member of
the Board of Directors at MusclePharm Corp.,
where he chairs its Governance and Nomination Committees and serves as a member of
the Audit Committee. He was previously Managing Partner at DDR & Associates, a
business development firm specializing in pre-IPO companies, and as a Co-Founder and
Partner in Evolution Capital, specializing in providing capital to publicly held companies.

Urgent Recommendation: Take Action Now on
Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE)

As I said at the very beginning of this report, Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB:
GASE) has the potential to move very quickly.

So my recommendation to you – right now – is to immediately begin your research into
this potentially explosive production opportunity before it’s too late.

Here’s why...

Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) is perfectly positioned –
right in the middle of Middle Europe’s “New Bakken”...

The company is sitting on a staggering amount of natural gas – worth
a potential $400 million at today’s prices...

That works out to as much as $8-per-share of gas in the ground for a
company whose stock is now selling for around just 65 cents...

Other major producers have acquired property all around Great East
Energy, Inc. in Ukraine – and Royal Dutch Shell alone has committed a
whopping $400 million to develop the property right next door...

On top of all that, Great East
Energy, Inc.’s modern technology
and Western know-how could
translate into a rapid spike in
production...

And this all comes at a time when
natural gas prices in Middle Europe
and Ukraine are three times as high
as here in the United States.
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About Frank Baldoria

Frank Baldoria is the

legendary editor of

Frank’s Penny Stocks

– the web site that sent

shockwaves through the

small cap investor

crowd.

Some of Frank’s winners include:

Bloggerwave (BLGW)—405%

gain in just 55 days

5Barz International Inc. (BARZ)

shot up over 100% in six

weeks!

Simply put, we’re talking about a company with a history of production –
sitting on a potential fortune worth of natural gas – in a resource-rich area
where other companies are racing to get in the game.

Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) Has the Potential to
Join My “All-Time Best” Energy-Producing Investments

I’ve been researching potentially explosive profit
opportunities – and bringing the “best of the
best” to my readers – with great success ever
since my very first day in the business.

And right now, I’m convinced that Great East
Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) has the potential
to join my list of all-time winning trades.

That’s a list that includes winners like...
Bloggerwave (BLGW)—405% gain in just 55 days

5Barz International Inc. (BARZ)
shot up over 100% in six weeks!

Fresh Harvest Products (FRHV)
exploding 72.86% in just one day!

EcoBlu Products, Inc. (ECOB)—shot up
62.92% in just one day!

And I fully expect to add Great East Energy
(OTCBB: GASE) to my list of “Best
Recommendations” in the very near future.
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weeks!

Fresh Harvest Products (FRHV)

exploding 72.86% in just one

day!

EcoBlu Products, Inc. (ECOB)

—shot up 62.92% in just one

day!

Frank’s Doctorate work in finance...his

extensive investment work in Europe...and

the time spent honing his skills at the

American Stock Exchange on Wall Street

give Frank the discipline to dig deeper

into the art and science of picking

winning stocks.

For most of his adult life, Frank Baldoria

has made it his business to keep his

subscribers informed of new market

trends and supercharged stocks.

As the editor and publisher of Frank's

Penny Stocks, he is committed to

uncovering undervalued and overlooked

opportunities for his subscribers-often

before other investors ever get wind of the

news. Like Frank, his subscribers are

addicted to the thrill of home run stocks.

(Why settle for boring 25% returns?)

At Frank's Penny Stocks, it's BIG

PROFITS that have his subscribers

returning for his advice year after year.

Recommendations” in the very near future.

Frank’s Penny Stock subscribers have seen
these double- and triple-digit winners time and
time again. And now I hope you’ll join them – by
taking advantage of a special subscription offer.

Visit my web site, www.frankbaldoria.com
today – and sign up for the low rate of just $99
for one year. Or enjoy even greater savings with
a two-year subscription for just $149.

By signing up today, you’ll GUARANTEE receipt of
my “best-of-the-best” stock
recommendations...just like Great East Energy
(OTCBB: GASE).

As always, please due your own due diligence
when following any investment recommendation...

But I urge you – begin your research right away
into Great East Energy (OTCBB: GASE) before
you miss out on what could be the fastest-
moving energy stock of the year!

Good Investing,

Frank Baldoria 
Editor, Frank’s Penny Stocks

P.S. I’m convinced that Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE) has the potential to help you
rake in double- or triple-digit profits in the next 12 months...with even greater potential long-
term. But it’s important that you do your own due diligence – and do it quickly – in order to
avoid missing out on this potentially explosive natural gas opportunity!

P.P.S. Your opportunity to invest in the “New Bakken” – at what could be just pennies on the
dollar – won’t last forever. As production ramps up in Middle Europe and Ukraine, Great East
Energy Inc.’s story will draw attention...and that could close your window of opportunity to buy
up to $8 worth of potential gas in the ground for as little as 65 cents. Take the time NOW to
begin your research into Great East Energy, Inc. (OTCBB: GASE.)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: Frank's Penny Stocks is an independent paid circulation newsletter. This paid advertising issue of Frank's Penny Stocks does

not purport to provide an analysis of any company’s financial position or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Frank Baldoria and/or

Frank's Penny Stocks and is not in any way to be construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. This stock was chosen to be profiled after Frank's

Penny Stocks completed due diligence on the stock. Although the information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Frank's Penny Stocks and its

editors make no warranties as to the accuracy of the description of any of the content herein and accept no liability for how readers may choose to use it. Frank

Baldoria and/or Frank's Penny Stocks, including any of our principals, officers, directors, partners, agents, or affiliates are not, nor do we represent ourselves to be,

registered investment advisors, brokers, or dealers in securities. Readers should independently verify all statements made in this advertisement. Product names,

logos, brands, and other trademarks featured or referred to within this email and online report are the property of their respective trademark holders. These trademark

holders are not affiliated with Frank's Penny Stocks. This email and report, and the opinions of those quoted within are for informational and advertising purposes

only. Speculation in securities carries a high degree of risk, and investors purchasing speculative investments should be capable of absorbing losses of all of their

invested capital. There is no assurance that the featured company will receive additional funding or experience any future development necessary for corporate

success. Information contained in this email and online report contains forward-looking information within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and

Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements regarding the expected continual growth of the market for the company’s products, the

company’s ability to fund its capital requirement in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures; etc. Any statements that express or involve discussions with

respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions, or future events or performance may be forward-looking statements.

Forward-looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and projections at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks and

uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward-looking statements may be identified through the

use of such words as expects, will, anticipates, estimates, believes, or by statements indicating certain actions may, could, should might occur. Past investment

performance is not in any way indicative of future investment performance. Readers must consult with registered professional investment, taxation, and portfolio

advisors before making an investment decision. This email and report are a solicitation for subscriptions. Great East Energy, Inc. (hereafter GASE), the company

featured in this report, appears as paid advertising, paid by Luxair Contracts Inc. (a non-affiliated third-party). GASE has neither approved nor paid for this specific

advertisement. Frank's Penny Stocks received a FIVE thousand dollar editorial fee from Luxair Contracts Inc. to cover editorial costs associated with the development

of this email and report. Frank's Penny Stocks stands to make a profit from the editorial services charged. Frank's Penny Stocks expects to generate new subscriber

revenue, the amount of which is unknown at this time, to its online newsletter through the distribution of this email and online report. Please visit

http://www.frankbaldoria.com/disclaimer.asp to read our full disclaimer. Absolute Media Services expects to receive up to $1,100,000 USD from its client Luxair

Contracts Inc., the third party advertiser for this advertising in an effort to build investor awareness for Great East Energy Inc. This is not intended for readers in any

jurisdiction where not permissible under local regulations and investors in those jurisdictions should disregard the content and any information from Frank's Penny

Stocks. Readers and members must also independently verify the blue-sky eligibility of any securities mentioned within this email and report. Further, specific financial

information, filings and disclosures as well as general investor information about publicly listed companies and other investor resources can be found at the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission website at www.sec.gov.


